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DECLARATION OF SANDY GINOZA FOR IETF

RFC 1122: REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERNET HOSTS — COMMUNICATIQN LAYERS

1, Sandy Ginoza, based on my personai knowledge and information, hereby declare as

follows:

1. I am an employee of Association Management Solutions, LLC (AMS), which

acts under contract to the Internet Society (1800) as the operator of the RFC Production

Center. The RFC Production Center is part of the "RFC Editor" function, which prepares

documents for publication and places files in an online repository for the authoritative

Request for Comments (RFC) series of documents (RFC Series), and preserves records

relating to these documents. The RFC Series includes, among other things, the series of

Internet standards developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (EETF), an organized

activity of ISOC. I hold the position of Director of the RFC Production Center. I began

employment with AMS in this capacity on. 6 January 2010.

2. Among my responsibilities as Director of the RFC Production Center, I act as

the custodian of records relating to the RFC Series, and I am familiar with the record keeping

practices relating to the RFC Series, including the creation and maintenance of Such records.

3. From June 1999 to 5 January 2010, I was an employee of the Information

Sciences Institute at University of Southern California (181). I held various position titles with

the RFC Editor project at 131, ending with Senior Editor.

4. The RFC Editor function was conducted by 181 under contract to the United

States government prior to 1998. In 1998, ISOC, in furtherance of its IETF activity, entered into

the first in a series of contracts with 181 providing for ISI‘s performance of the RFC Editor

function. Beginning in 2010, certain aspects of the RFC Editor function were assumed by the
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RFC Production Center operation of AMS under contract to ISOC (acting through its IETF

function and, in particular, the IETF Administrative Oversight Committee). The business records

of the RFC Editor function as it was conducted by 181 are currently housed on the computer

systems of AMS, as contractor to 1800.

5. I make this declaration based on my personal knowledge and information

contained in the business records of the RFC Editor as they are currently housed at AMS, or

confirmation with other responsible RFC Editor personnel with such knowledge.

6. Prior to 1998, the RFC Editor's regular practice was to publish RFCs, making

them available from a repository via FTP When a new RFC was published, an announcement

of its publication, with information on how to access the RFC, would be typically sent out

within 24 hours of the publication.

7. Any RFC published on the RFC Editor website or via FTP was reasonably

accessible to the public and was disseminated or otherwise available to the extent that persons

interested and ordinarily skilled in the subject matter or art exercising reasonable diligence could

have located it. In particular, the RFCs were indexed and placed in a public repository.

8. The RFCs are kept in an online repository in the course of the RFC Editor's

regularly conducted activity and ordinary course of business. The records are made pursuant to

established procedures and are relied upon by the RFC Editor in the performance of its functions.

9. It is the regular practice of the RFC Editor to make and keep the RFC records.

10. Based on those records, I can state that the publication date of RFC 1122 was

October 1989 (date listed on the RFC), at which time it was reasonably accessible to the public

either on the RFC Editor website or via FTP from a repository. A copy of that RFC is attached

to this declaration as an exhibit.
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Pursuant to Section 1746 of Title 28 of United States Code, I deciare under penalty of

perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the foregoing is true and correct

and that the foregoing is based upon personal knowiedge and information and is believed to be

true.

Date: 1‘ 994"" ”W By:
n noza

“i t -43304035312” Atttcth CALIF. ACKNOWLEDGMENTWEQH it [W
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CALIFORNIA ALL—PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT CIVIL CODE § 1189

  

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies oniy the identity oi the individual who signed the
document to which this certificate is attached, and not the truthfulness, accuracy, or validity of that document.  

State of California FmCounty of L99 ‘mat/[’6' ) .. ‘
mwbmme 95» be with» Naltrr imbue

 

 Date Hereg7insert Name and We of the Officerpersonally appeared SEW“ (fit/N101
Namejsj‘ of Signeyés)

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person?) whose namejfistafe
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowtedg d to me that he! e hey executed the same In

his/@their authorized capacityfizs), and that byhis her their signatureisj the instrument the persontsa’
ort entity upon behalf of which the persongs’) acte, executed the instrument.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws
of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph
is true and correct.

WETNESS my hand and ofiiciai seal.

senate/Au 5.: . .,

Noiawfinubiic-Caiiiornia : Si n ture SSS , i 299 amt“;os_ gelesCounty Q a
“WASP” 3294720 Signature 1' Notary Public My Comm. Expires Dec 9, 2021 '

Place Notary Seal Above
OPTIONAL

Though this section is optional, completing this information can deter alteration of the document or
fraudulent reattachment of this form to an unintended document.

Description of Attached Document [if Sand Git/10l01 WI ETF CV—HCL[W MWQMU/Hfi firlflWt’lfd‘
Titie or Type of Document CW“ WI
Document Date: LL [3; Number of Pages: 2
Signeris) Other Than Named Above: “NM

Capacityfies) Ciaimed by Signer(s)

Signer's Name: Signer’s Name:

 
El Corporate Officer — Title(s): E] Corporate Officer — Title(s):
[:1 Partner — D Limited [3 Generat 3 Partner — El Limited [3 Generat

El individual [I] Attorney in Fact [J individual El Attorney in Fact
[:1 Trustee El Guardian or Conservator El Trustee Cl Guardian or Conservator

l:i Other: 3 Other:

Signer is Representing: Signer Is Representing: 

 

©2016 Nationai NotaryAssociation- www.NationalNotary.org- 1800- US NOTARY (1—-800—876——6827) item #5907
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Network Working Group                    Internet Engineering Task Force
Request for Comments: 1122                             R. Braden, Editor
                                                            October 1989

        Requirements for Internet Hosts -- Communication Layers

Status of This Memo

   This RFC is an official specification for the Internet community.  It
   incorporates by reference, amends, corrects, and supplements the
   primary protocol standards documents relating to hosts.  Distribution
   of this document is unlimited.

Summary

   This is one RFC of a pair that defines and discusses the requirements
   for Internet host software.  This RFC covers the communications
   protocol layers: link layer, IP layer, and transport layer; its
   companion RFC-1123  covers the application and support protocols.
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